
Relevance to trucking applica1ons 
Autonomous or highly automated trucking applica5ons in last mile 
environments will involve interac5ons with vulnerable road users.  
Seen at le; is an example of a situa5on where a driver assistance 
product would be used to no5fy the truck operator of a pedestrian 
at risk of entering the vehicle path.  Understanding whether this 
pedestrian intended to cross the road is key to avoiding false 
posi5ve alerts.

Cameras were installed in two delivery vehicles at Dependable Supply Chain 
Services (DHE) in Los Angeles, California — a customer of Volvo Group. Over 
the course of ~2 months, DHE collected ~115 hours of videos containing 
36,926 detected and tracked pedestrians. 

Percep5ve Automata extracted brief clips of 8,172 pedestrians and showed them to groups of people that 
answered ques5ons about the pedestrian’s level of inten5on and awareness. 

These annota5ons were used to “tune” SOMAI models that were ini5ally constructed using data from cars. 
The tuned model used  25,763 brief snippets of 6,529 unique pedestrians from the DHE data. The baseline 
model was trained with a vastly larger number of snippets from PA’s car data. An annotated test set was 
held back.
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Trucking applica5ons are an exci5ng first use case for many autonomous and highly automated driving 
applica5ons.  However, to truly reach their poten5al, these applica5ons must work not just in highway 
environments, but in dense, mixed “last mile” environments.  In this work we inves5gate the suitability of 
technologies for understanding pedestrian behavior for enabling highly automated urban trucking applica5ons.

PA and Volvo Group North America set out to determine whether SOMAI models could be successfully 
tuned to work with similar sensors installed in larger trucks (requiring a relatively modest amount of 
additional training data) or whether new models would need to be constructed from scratch (requiring a 
much larger amount of data).

Percep1ve Automata’s Technology 
The Percep5ve Automata State of Mind AI (SOMAI) is a drop-in module for 
autonomous vehicles that uses camera data to provide es5mates of the state of mind 
of pedestrians as it relates to the vehicle’s mo5on plan, e.g. “does the pedestrian 
intend to cross in front of the vehicle”.  The version used for this project contained two 
models, inten5on (see previous) and awareness (“does the pedestrian know the vehicle 
is there”).  The thought bubbles pictured visualize the outputs of both models.

Car and truck applica1ons differ 
The screenshots to the le; show differences 
in the problem domain for cars and trucks.  
Camera angle, pedestrian behavior, and built 
environment all differ substan5ally.

Car applica1onTruck applica1on

Analysis of the tuned model performance using the held out truck data revealed that the model tuning 
significantly improved the state of mind predictions -- both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Standard Model Tuned Model

More true positives 
The standard model incorrectly 
predicts low intention. The tuned 
model correctly predicts a high 
intention for this pedestrian.

Fewer false positives 
This person has essentially no intention 
of crossing in front of the vehicle, which 
the tuned model prediction more 
accurately reflects.

The results of this project suggest that both (a) the perception of pedestrians using cameras mounted in 
large trucks and (b) the behavior of pedestrians around such trucks is similar enough to what is 
encountered by car-mounted cameras cars that existing state-of-mind AI models can be retrained with a 
relatively modest amount of data.

More generally, the project has demonstrated that human prediction models trained with a psychophysical 
approach can be easily tuned to accommodate significant variation in: 

• camera orientations 
• vehicle types (which pedestrians may interact with differently) 
• driving scenarios 
• locations 

This “tuning” approach will allow models to be deployed to new platforms and applications with a much 
smaller data requirement than crafting a model from scratch for each variation (which would likely be 
impractical).

The described project was a joint venture of Perceptive Automata and Volvo Group North America 
but would not have been possible without the efforts of Dependable Supply Chain Services and 
their personnel. 

The trained models that resulted from this research effort are now ready to be tested as an input into 
autonomous and highly automated driving applications.  Building these applications and developing a 
testing methodology for validating them and confirming their efficacy for given operational design 
domains is a substantial research and development effort in itself, and comprises the likely next steps for 
Perceptive Automata and Volvo Group North America, as well as being a required effort for other trucking 
and autonomy efforts which wish to integrate understanding and prediction of pedestrians into last mile 
delivery applications. 
 
The tuning approach allows for extensive customization of SOMAI models to novel design domains. This 
process will continue with this work as encouragement.
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